
WINGHAM MAIN STREET SCAVENGER HUNT 2022 

 

What is the hair colour of the witch on the pole outside Duck Duck Juice?________________ 

How many burlap flower arrangements are in the China House window ?__________________ 

What is dancing at 290 Josephine Street ?_____________________ 

What pattern is the witch’s hat at the Vintage Winery?_______________________ 

There spiders and leaves and Shiny ______ at the Remax office 

Name one thing a witch is holding at the Lone Wolf ________________________ 

What is the baby eating at Moments Spa?______________________ 

How many ghosts are in the window at House of Bloom?_____________________ 

MicroAge has friendly spiders in their window. How many can you count 

They fly, they eat insects and Pandora’s Pantry has two of them in their window. ____________ 

This paint/decorating shop has the largest pumpkin on the main street _____________ 

What colours are the spiders in Christine’s window?____________________ 

You might not find Jewlz in her window but there are three oversized felt ____________ 

There are three of these friendly fellows at Annette’s Treasures.___________________ 

How many Purple Bats are in the Gift Chest Window.__________________ 

Homegrown has beatiful floral displays. They even have Cat Tails. Do you know another name for a Cat 

Tail or How many Cat Tails can you count______________________ 

How many pumpkins are in the Finishing Touches Window. ___________________ 

What is the bear holding in the window decorated by the Wingham Horticultural Society?________________ 

How many acorns can you count in the window of Pharmasave?_______________________ 

How many skeletons are hanging out at Staintons ?_____________________ 

How many pumpkins does The Workshop have in their window?________________ 

How many witches are in the Chameleons Window. ________________ 

Count the number of Haunt Houses in 320 Real Estate (EXP) Window. (Beside Chameleons)_______________ 

 

There will be a random draw for prize winners of the scavenger hunt.  320 Real Estate is 
donating a free Charley Horse Derby Puzzle  for the first 50 fully completed entrants.   

Drop off your completed scavenger hunts at Chameleons by 3 PM Sat the 30th. 


